Children are Safe Pillar Committee
May 17, 2016 – Pathstone Mental Health
Attendees:
Regrets:

Lori Bell, Robin Bleich, Rose Marie Gentilcore, Marie Jones, Nancy Lisi, Amy Romagnoli, Sandy Toth, Stephanie Tukonic, Karina Armstrong
(recorder)
Celine Grandbois, Michelle Knapman, Brandie Lancione, Katherine Martin, Sandra Richardson, Chris Steven, Nadine Wallace

ITEM
Review of
Minutes
Mary Gordon
Video Launch

DISCUSSION
-

April 19, 2016 Meeting Minutes were approved without change.

-

K. Armstrong presented the website with the video hosted online.
S. Tukonic shared her business-card style information cards on the video series, as well as the
flyers for the series. The digital versions are hyperlinked to the video page for online access.
The table discussed communicating the video series to school boards after the launch. R.
Gentilcore will help promote the videos through her school board.
The table selected the theatre-themed flyer for consistent promotion of the series. K. Armstrong
will share the digital file for distribution.
All other items for the premier at the Children’s Services Community Consultation are prepared.

Updating
Work Plans

-

-

Domestic
Violence
Workshop

ACTION

-

The table reviewed the work plan for updates.
With the summer quickly approaching, the table considered moving item 5 from Objective 1
(Public Education) to the fall. S. Toth will contact Sandra Noel for data in this area as the issue may
be an outdated one.
When reviewing Objective 2 on the Data Development piece, S. Toth asked whether the table
wanted to conduct a survey on the videos, and possibly offer more training based on the feedback.
The group discussed providing a contact for providing the feedback, rather than issuing out
surveys. The Contact Us page on the NCPC website was suggested as an outlet. S. Tukonic
suggested asking questions about reach of the videos and their use.
Since those who participated in the initial surveys, it was suggested to ask participants whether
they had participated before, if they were knowledgeable now, and what areas they still require
support in. These could be done in two separate surveys, with the second set issued 6 months
after the first set.
S. Toth announced that the Design for a New Tomorrow team will lead the workshop in
November, and at their May staff meeting, they will review the previous presentation and build
on it. They we review feedback from the 2015 workshop and find any gaps to fill.
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R. Gentilcore will help promote
the videos through her school
board.
K. Armstrong will share the
digital files for distribution.

S. Toth will contact Sandra
Noel for data in this area as
the issue may be an outdated
one.

ITEM

New Business

FUTURE
MEETINGS

DISCUSSION

ACTION

-

The Pillar subcommittee will be asked to advertise for this workshop, create the agenda and other
logistic needs. The presented data will be shared with them for reference, along with meeting
dates of Design for a New Tomorrow should they choose to attend.

-

Sandra Noel will no longer sit on this table for the time being as she leads the OEYCFC formation.
S. Tukonic is also leaving us as she enters a new position with Public Health as the Clinical Services
Data Coordinator, starting May 30th.

All meetings, unless otherwise noted, are from 2:00pm to 4:00pm at Pathstone Mental Health in the
Community Room
TBD
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